
Volunteer Needed 

Over the last few years the Association has accumulated audio visual equipment which is used 

mainly by guest speakers at General Meetings. Responsibility for this equipment has been 

shared between a few Committee members but has mainly fallen to the Membership Officer. 

The Membership Officer is overloaded and the task has expanded. It is past time for one 

person to take responsibility with one back up person. The primary duties of this position 

would be as follows: 

1. maintain an inventory of all equipment. 

2. ensure that the equipment is always in good working condition. 

3. deliver equipment to meeting location (at present we are asking the Church for a locked 
storage cupboard). 

4. At the meetings 

- set up the microphone and projector. 

- download the guest speaker's data on to our computer. 

- liaise with the speaker for slide operation (refer to operational guidelines below). 

- at end of meeting turn off, collect and return equipment to store. 

Brief Equipment Inventory 

1. Projector - dedicated power cable, HDMI to HDMI cable, VGA to VGA cable, mouse pad, 

memory stick, laptop power cable. 

2. Laptop computer. 

3. Two mobile microphones. 

4. Miscellaneous support equipment including cables, adaptors, batteries, power board, 

operating instruction cards, etc. 

Operational Guidelines 

1. Best to set up projector an hour before meeting - deal with last minute bugs. 

2. Liaise with speaker for slide operation - trial a few slides. 

3. Position yourself close to the speaker for quick response to problems. 

4. Ensure all parts of the audience can hear speaker. If there is a problem its usually from way 

speaker holds microphone. 

5. Ensure that lighting is adjusted to suit the presentation. 

6. During question time ensure effective use of roving microphones. 

7. After meeting collect remote mouse and turn off. 



The audio visual officer is free to change these guidelines. 

Interested persons can contact Brenton Pain (secretary) M: 0401148751 

E: brenton.pain@outlook.com 

Peter Fleming 

President 

 


